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Abstract
In Part One, we show that the total energy of the flat Robertson-Walker’s Universe, is null.
We employ several pseudotensors: Einstein’s, Weinberg’s and Landau-Lifshitz’s. This calculation
confirms other conjectures on the same problem.
In Part Two and Three, we give two counter-examples which show that, unless we employ
Cartesian coordinates, we may get wrong result for the energy; the examples given work with
spherical coordinates. In Part Four, we give a counter-counter-example, where the use of polar
spherical coordinates does no harm. We remember that the zero total energy of the flat Universe
has importance due to the inflationary scenario.
PACS: 04.20.-q ; 04.20.Cv ; 04.20.Fy ; 98.80.-k .
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Marcelo Samuel Berman
The zero-total-energy of the Roberston-Walker’s Universe has been proved by many au-
thors (Berman 2006, 2006a, 2006b, 2006c). It may be that the Universe might have origi-
nated from a vacuum quantum fluctuation. In support of this view, we shall show that the
pseudotensor theory[1] points out to a null-energy for a Robertson-Walker-flat Universe, in
a Cartesian-coordinates calculation. [6][7][9][10][11]. Next, we shall show that in spherical
coordinates, we would obtain a wrong result, but see also references [15][16][17][18].
Part One - Flat Robertson-Walker’s Energy:
It has been generally accepted that the Universe has zero-total energy. The first such
claim, as far as the present author recollects, was due to Feynman[12]. Lately, Berman[6][13]
has proved this result by means of simple arguments involving Robertson-Walker’s metric
for any value of the tri-curvature ( 0, -1, 1 ).
The pseudotensor tµν , also called Einstein’s pseudotensor, is such that, when summed
with the energy-tensor of matter T µν , gives the following conservation law:
[
√−g (T µν + tµν )] ,µ= 0 . (1)
In such case, the quantity
Pµ =
{√−g [T 0µ + t0µ]} d3x , (2)
is called the general-relativistic generalization of the energy-momentum four-vector of
special relativity [1].
It can be proved that Pµ is conserved when:
a) T µν 6= 0 only in a finite part of space; and,
b) gµν → ηµν when we approach infinity, where ηµν is the Minkowski metric tensor.
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However, there is no reason to doubt that, even if the above conditions were not fulfilled,
we might eventually get a constant Pµ , because the above conditions are sufficient, but not
strictly necessary. In Part Three, we hint on the plausibility of other conditions, instead of
a) and b) above.
Such a case will occur, for instance, when we have the integral in (2) equal to zero.





∫ √−g{ [ δ0ν (gβαΓρβρ − gβρΓαβρ)+ δαν (gβρΓ0ρβ − g0ρΓβρβ)−
− (gβαΓ0βν − gβ0Γαβν)]} ′αd3x (3)
From R.W.’s flat metric,
ds2 = dt2 − R2(t)dσ2 , (4)
we find that
giiΓ0ii ≡ g00Γi0i , (5)
and, then,
Pi = 0 ( i = 1, 2, 3 ) . (6)





∫ √−g [gjjΓiji − giiΓjii] ,j d3x . (7)
And from the last relation, and (4), we obtain,
P0 = 0 . (8)
Because we found a constant result, we may say that the total energy of a flat R.W.’s
Universe is null.
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A different calculation, as follows, leads to the same result. Weinberg[3] defines:
hµν ≡ gµν − ηµν , (9)
and then solves for the 4-pseudo-momentum, obtaining:



















dΩ = sin θdθdφ , (12a)
and,
ni ≡ Xir . (12b)
Though (10) and (11) can be constants in the case considered in Weinberg’s book, it is
evident that if the integrals in both (10) and (11) are null, we still can call the null result of
(11) as a proof of the null energy of the R.W. flat Universe. And, in this case,
P i = P 0 = 0 ( i = 1, 2, 3 ) . (13)
A similar result would be obtained from Landau-Lifshitz pseudotensor[5], where we have:
P νLL =
∫
(−g) [T ν0 + tν0L ] d3x , (14)
where,







(2gilgkm − gikglm)(2gnρgqr − gρqgnr)gnr′l gpq′m } ,
(in this last expression all indices run from 0 to 3). (17)
A short calculation shows that:
P νLL = 0 ( ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 ) . (16)
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= 0 ( ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 ) .
Then, P0 = 0 . Analogously, we would find Pi = 0 .
Part Two - Closed Robertson-Walker’s Counter-Example:
We can give a counter-example, showing that if we do not use Cartesian coordinates, but
other system, say, spherical coordinates, the energy calculation becomes flawed[8], as it has
been warned by Weinberg[3] and Adler, Bazin and Schiffer[1], among others.
Consider a closed Robertson-Walker’s metric:







dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2
]
+ dt2 . (17)
With the energy momentum tensor for a perfect fluid, whose comoving components are:
T 00 = ρ ,




3 = −p ,
T µν = 0 if µ 6= ν ,
where ρ and p stand for energy density and cosmic pressure, respectivelly, and with
a pseudo-tensor given by:
√−gtαβ = 12κ
[














we shall find a time-varying result for the energy.
If we consider Einstein’s field equations, with k = +1 , where k is the tricurvature, in
particular we have:





















P1 = P2 = P3 = 0 .
The time-varying result for P0 shows that only Cartesian coordinates must be employed
when applying pseudotensors in General Relativity. In reference [9] it is stated that, for
closed Universes, the only acceptable result is P0 = 0 . See also Part Four below.
Parte Three - Flat Robertson-Walker’s Counter-Example:
We now repeat succintly the k = 0 calculation, employing polar spherical coordinates,
finding the wrong result P0 =∞ .



































r2 sin θ dθ dφ dr .









This shows again, that Cartesian coordinates should be employed.
Parte Four - A Counter-counter example:
While we have shown that Cartesian coordinates yield acceptable results, and spherical
coordinates may lead to inconsistencies, we shall now show that LL pseudotensor yields a
correct zero result for the energy of a closed Robertson-Walker’s Universe, even if spherical
coordinates are used[8].
According to Landau-Lifchits pseudotensor, we would have:
P µ =
∫
(−g) [T µ0 + tµ0LL] d3x .
We apply now the superpotential:













(−g) (gµνgσλ − gµσgνσ)] .
We then find successively,
















[−g11g33] d3x = 0 ,
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cos 2θdθ = 1
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Analogously we would find that the space components of the pseudomomentum are null.
Parte Five - Conclusions:
The importance of our results in Part One, lie in the fact that flat Universes enjoy a
preferred status for the inflationary scenario[5]. The zero result for the spatial components
of the energy-momentum-pseudotensor calculation, are equivalent to the choice of a center
of Mass reference system in Newtonian theory, likewise the use of comoving observers in
Cosmology. It is with this idea in mind, that we are led to the energy calculation, yielding
zero total energy, for the Universe, as an acceptable result: we are assured that we chose
the correct reference system; this is a response to the criticism made by some scientists
which argue that pseudotensor calculations depend on the reference system, and thus, those
calculations are devoid of physical meaning.
The counter-example of Part Two ( k = +1 ) shows, nevertheless, that Cartesian
coordinates need to be used. In Part Three, a new counter-example ( k = 0 ) shows the
same problem of Part Two. In Part Four, we find a counter-counter-example, where the
use of spherical coordinates, although tragic earlier, does no harm in the Landau-Liftchits
calculation. We thank J.Katz, for pointing out to us, from a previous version of this paper
(gr-qc/0605063 v1) that the theory has been improved lately, in order to allow any kind of
coordinates in energy calculations, and that superpotentials should be preferred, because
our calculations would be simplified[15][16][17][18].
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